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System integration
supersedes all other tasks when 
building a robotic application

The problem

On average, more than 70% of the total time 

when building a robotic solution is spent in 

the integration of components



Our modularity approach

Business model
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The problem

Modularity
reduces the 
integration effort

Modularity reduces the time and costs 

of building robotic solutions by more 

than 50%



The problem

Modularity should be centered around how we
program robots

Programming robots has been the 

focus for the last decade. ROS is 

the de facto standard for robot 

application development.



Ongoing

MARA
characteristics

Powered by ROS 2
A fully distributed software and 
hardware robotic architecture.

Highly customizable
With daisy chaining, power and 
communication are exposed at the 
module level allowing for simplified 
extensions.

Real time data monitoring
Every SoM is able to monitories a 
variety of intrinsic aspects in real-
time

Power readings
Instantaneous voltage, current 
and power readings from each 
robot module, individually.

Automatic re-configuration
Embedded accelerometers, 
magnetometers and gyroscopes 
empower each robot module with 
inertial data.

Controllable from any ROS 2 
enabled computer



Modularized system

Extensible to different modules

Ongoing

Robot tool changer
EOAT easy replacement



Future

Integration of higher 

capacity actuators
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Business model

Wrist camera
AirPick
Vacuum Gripper

EPick
Vacuum Gripper

Future

Modularization
From component to module

Actuation



Internal analysis

Example:
Camera Integration

Adapting Inter REAL SENSE depth camera to 
MARA





Can AI reduce
the programming
effort?

AI & robots



AI & robots

Sadeghi, Fereshteh, et al. CVPR 2018
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gym-gazebo2: what’s new?

AI & robots

Official documentation

- Examples 

- Tutorials

Official robots

- Several modular robots

- Development focused on robotic arms

Improved dynamics and collisions

Funded Open Robotics to do so: 

Gazebo4AI

Official support

- Engineering resources committed to 

support official robots

RL primitives

- Machine learning library for RL

- ROS 2.0 native



AI & MARA



MARA: Future work

1. Continue support documentation & 

software:

- Examples 

- Tutorials

- Tests

- New modules in sim and real

4. Continue improving MARA HW:

- Integration of different types of 

sensors (Cameras)

- F/T integration

- Further support of different modules

2. Continue support opensource AI 

projects:

- Gym-gazebo 2

- Ros2learn

5. Design Improvements

-HMI Module

-Easy attachment of different end-

effectors

-Support of different payloads

3. New methodologies research (robot 

control):

- Improve collision detection models

- Visual Servoing

- MoveIt2

- Different RL/ML methods

6. Case studies and industrial 

collaborations:

- Cable grasping (Coycavi)

- PCB placement (TER)

- Looking for more partnerships
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